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AbstractHigher-order thinking gains a positive role in language assessment since it iscompulsory to be implemented in the teaching-learning and evaluation system ofthe latest curriculum. The implementation of HOTS in English tests assists studentsin practicing their analytical, critical, and problem-solving skills in real life. It isessential to know how the HOTS’ question is narrated in English summativeassessment. This study specifically employed a case study as a research design withcontent analysis as the technique to analyze the data. Three papers of the Englishsummative test of the first, second, and third grades of junior high school becamethe source of the data. The findings revealed that the ninth-grade English summativetest used higher-order thinking skills in 72% of the questions, including bothmultiple choice and essay formats.   Meanwhile, the seventh and eighth gradesprioritize the acquisition of language patterns and the mastering of vocabulary. Thehigher-order thinking skills (HOTS) encompassed various cognitive levels, includingproblem-solving, providing recommendations, offering solutions, conductinganalysis, making judgments, anticipating outcomes, and fostering creativity. Thisstudy examined the process by which English teachers, in their role as testdesigners, create questions that require higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) forEnglish summative assessments. The study focused on the use of differentoperational verbs within the cognitive domains of C4, C5, and C6.
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INTRODUCTIONThe teaching-learning involves some crucial aspects. Assessment is one of them. It is theteacher's responsibility to analyze and evaluate students' competence and abilities gainedduring the teaching-learning process. The assessment has several benefits for the teacher. It canassist the teacher in examining students’ strengths and weaknesses in a certain domain,evaluating their global knowledge during the course, and determining their proficiency level.Assessment does not only assist the teacher but also the students to know how they haveunderstood lessons that have been taught to them. They need to know their progress on aparticular lesson or course. (Kurniawati & Sundawa, 2019) Besides these, the curriculumdesigner also took the benefits of the assessment. The curriculum designer uses the result of theassessment as the main source to decide whether the topic learning will be utilized again,revised, or even omitted.



In language-learning, teaching and assessing are intertwined relationships. In teaching,teachers transfer knowledge, competence, and training skills to students. While assessing,teachers check and verify whether knowledge, competence, and skills are achieved well or not.By conducting the appropriate assessment, the teacher can place students based on theirproficiency, identify students’ strengths and weaknesses, and give studentsfeedback.(Tosuncuoglu, 2018)Specifically, in foreign language learning, the assessment hasmany varieties of purposes. They are formal and informal tests, formative and summative, norm-referenced and criterion-referenced. This study focuses on summative assessment. These twotypes of assessment have their characteristics in assessing students. The main characteristics ofa formative assessment are that it provides students’ improvements through teachers’corrective feedback and it is undergone throughout the teaching-learning process. Moreover,summative assessment is to measure students’ achievement of the lessons that they are learningat specific times, and it was undergone at the end of the language course.(Frank, 2012)In summative assessment, the teacher and students have obtained the cumulativesnapshot to evaluate the overall progress and report on students' achievement at periodic timesfor certain language courses. Students are compulsory to take a summative assessment at theend of the course. Considering how prior work affected the outcomes is one strategy to givesummative assessments more significance and beneficial for students. Teachers can ask studentsquestions which as "How did your manner of working help or not assist?" and "What did we doin class that helped or did not help you in this test?"(Indriati, 2011)Conducting summative assessments in language learning gives some benefits for foreignlanguage learning. Summative assessment support curriculum improvement since it linksstudents’ knowledge and learning objective. It depicts what program has to be changed, kept ongoing, or revised.(Hatipoğlu, 2010)For many students, summative assessment is an alarm toboost their motivation to study to achieve certain goals. The regular periodic times assist themin studying based on the timeline decided. For teachers, a summary of the class’s performance isprovided through the summative evaluation. The teacher can assess their students' faults andstrengths using their results.(States et al., 2018)The varicosity of summative assessment onlanguage learning provides teachers with in-depth information.It depicts what was successfuland what was not during the academic year. Teachers may change their curricula based on thisinformation to improve learning requirements for the future school year.(Kebangsaan Malaysia& Majid Khan Rana, 2020)Common summative assessments used in language learning are in-depth reports, projects, and personal evaluation papers.(Keus et al., 2019) Meanwhile, in theIndonesian educational context, summative assessment is close to the mid-term examination orPenilaian Tengah Semester (PTS) and the end-semester test or a final test also known asPenilaian Akhir Semester (PAS). Midterm and final exams are frequently used as assessmenttools to gauge how well students have mastered the curriculum. However, midterm can serve asa dual-purpose tool, assessing students’ achievements while also helping students learn. Inaddition to a final exam, courses typically have one or more midterm exams distributed duringthe semester; these midterm exams may or may not be cumulative.(Clemmensen et al., 2013)Moreover, the latest curriculum requires the integration of higher-order thinking skillsinto the teaching-learning process and assessment. Critical thinking, problem-solving, creativityand innovation, and collaborative and communicative ability are considered as Higher OrderThinking Skills (HOTS).(Abkary & Purnawarman, 2020) asserted that HOTS is crucial to promotethe 21st teaching-learning style. Teaching the 21st thinking style assists students to be criticalthinkers and problem solvers and survive in nowadays demands. The integration of HOTS inlanguage assessment is a substantial way to actualize students as critical thinkers. The demandsof education trends nowadays render educational stakeholders to oblige the integration of HOTSin assessment. Due to this, teachers must have the ability to integrate and apply HOTS thinkinglevel in the form of a test.
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In English assessment, the instruction of questions or stems has an essential role indetermining what thinking level the assessment designer or teacher has utilized. As has beenknown that the taxonomy blooms have widely utilized the assessment designer or teacher tocreate and develop the question.(Santy et al., 2020)The questions that are asked to studentshave the greatest influence on their responses. To facilitate analysis between lower and higher-order thinking level in English assessment, the table is presented as follow:
Table 1. The LOTS and HOTS Question Example

OperationalVerb LOTS Question OperationalVerb HOTS Question
Tell What does the text tellabout?What happened after?

Judge Is there a better solutionto overcome the firstproblem?
What are criteria do youhave in classifyingpeoples’. . . .

Who was theprotagonist character inthe story? Justify If you were  . . . . whatwould you do?
Describe Describe personalitiesof character . . . . In what position you are?State your reason!

Describe the features of……. Do you think is it a goodor bad thing?
Find Which paragraph tellsthe solution of thestory? How would you feel if?

Who was the maincharacter of the story? Argue Do you believe in thestory. . . .?Why and why not?
Distinguish Can you find thedifference between fact1 and fact 2 from thetext?

How would you handle if.. . .
What makes differencebetween text 1 and text Please, provide yourarguments on . . . .



Adapted from (Sulistyo, 2011)These concepts have thus far represented one aspect of human potential in terms ofcategorized thinking ability. In English assessment, LOTS requiresthe student to think in asimple way that seeks the answer from the text or what it calls the explicit meaning. In contrast,HOTS question requires students to analyze ata higher thinking level. They are asked to find theimplicit meaning through a complex thinking process. They are not only seeking the implicitmeaning but also justifying themselves toward the text.(Syahdanis et al., 2021) Hence, theimplementation of HOTS in English summative assessment is highly recommended.Evaluation of HOTS integration in English summative assessment has been explored inprior studies by (Ariffin et al., 2015).Arifin attempted to examine the percentage of LOTS andHOTS question use at the Ujian Khas Bahasa Inggris as an entrance exam for individuals seekinga diploma in English at one of Malaysia's regional colleges. According to the findings, several ofthe entrance exam items required to be altered in order to assure the accuracy of the tools usedto assess candidates' language skills.A similar study was carried out by (Yuliati & Lestari, 2018),which aims to explain how students used their critical thinking abilities to solve HOTS-focusedproblems in instructional evaluation courses. The findings demonstrated that students stillneeded to develop their ability to think critically when responding to HOTS questions.Importantly, the findings also discovered that students who were in high groups able to respondmore critical than students who were in low and middle groups. In a similar vein, (Afriadi, 2021)uncovered the thinking level used in the national exam of SMK academic year 2017. LOTS andHOTS were integrated into the assessment. Nevertheless, the number of HOTS is less and needsto be increased. Reviewing these three and other prior studies, a study in portraying the hotsmanifestation in English summative assessment has rarely been studied directly. These priorstudies did not depict the detailed instruction of how HOTS is narrated in the test. Due to this,

2?
Re-state Who do you think thetrouble maker in thisstory? Create Re-tell or Re-write thetext with your ownlanguage!

What factors do youthink give the mostinfluence to thepollution?
Predict What might happen if itwas happened in . . . . .

Name What is the best title forthis text? Summarize What can be concludedfrom the text?
Translate What was the phrasemeant ? Write the rest of thevideo’s explanation!

Define What is the definition of. . . . . based on the text? Prove Find the evidence of thecomplexity of . . . .
List List the main charactersof the story! Interpret What might the phrasemean for  . . . .
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this present study aims to propose a new approach to how HOTS question items are formulatedin English summative assessment.
METHODThis study was specifically designed witha qualitative approach which a case study as adesign. The consideration of it is built upon a holistic and real-world perspective(Yin, 2018). Thenarration of how the teacher formulated the HOTS question on English summative assessmentwas depicted in this study.The source data of this study is the English summative test of seventh,eighth, and ninth in even final exams of 2022-203 academic year. All of the English tests weredesigned by LP Ma’arifSidoarjo. All schools under the supervision of LP Ma’arifSidoarjo must usethis English test. Since, this study is portraying the hots question narration, the researchinstrument is documents. Bowen (2009) supports the notion that document analysis involvesthe methodical review and assessment of many types of documents, such as printed materialsand electronic content supplied through computers and the Internet.   Document analysis,similar to other qualitative research analytical methodologies, necessitates the examination andinterpretation of data to extract significance, cultivate understanding, and produce empiricalknowledge.Chanda (2022) categorizes the materials utilized in the case study into seven sorts, withone of them being content analysis.   Content analysis is used by researchers to identifyparticular words or concepts in texts or collections of materials.   Researchers draw conclusionsabout the content, author(s), intended recipients, and even the cultural and historical context oftexts by measuring and evaluating the existence, meanings, and connections of specific termsand concepts.   Texts such as book chapters, essays, talks, interviews, newspaper headlines andarticles, speeches, and others are utilized for content analysis.   The utilization of this methodwill depend on the type of research and the specific research topics.   As a result of these factors,content analysis is commonly used as a qualitative research technique.   The process for data orcontent analysis in this study involves reviewing the final examination test, assessing theoperative verbs and question narrative, and classifying them into higher order thinking skills(HOTS).
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONGiven that the main focus of this study is the HOTS question narration, we will solelyanalyze the HOTS question narration by assessing the operational verbs, thinking levelemployed, and question narration. The specifics are illustrated as follows:

Table 2. The Seventh Grade

Question’s Number Operational Verb Thinking level Question narration
19 choose C5 - Evaluation Choose the answerbelow whichmatches the picture
20 Choose C5 – Evaluation Choose the answerbelow which



matches the picture
21 Choose C5 – Evaluation Choose the answerbelow whichmatches the picture
22 choose C5 – Evaluation Choose the answerbelow whichmatches the picture

The English summative test of seventh grade consisted of two types of questions. Theywere multiple-choice and short essays. There were twenty-five questions of multiple-choice andfive short essays. Nonetheless, only four questions were indicated as HOTS questions or 16% ofthe multiple-choice questions. These four questions have the same style which uses choose as anoperational verb. The test designer provided different pictures to inquire students into decidingwhat best expressions related to the picture. The essay question also did not provide studentswith HOTS questions. The five essay questions inquire students to supply the missingvocabulary, arrange the jumbled phrase into a good sentence and translate the dialogues fromEnglish to Indonesian. This test did not comply with the test rules of Indonesian requirements,which demanded the test designer to integrate HOTS in the assessment. According to(Kurniawan: 2020) HOTs questions must at least be assessed 50% of the number of questions.This phenomenon must be investigated and overcome. Nurhatmanti et al. (2021) emphasizedthe need of cultivating and implementing critical thinking as a higher-order thinking skill in bothteaching and evaluation processes at the elementary level.  In their study, Pratiwi et al. (2019)discovered that three English teachers at a high school in Bali incorporated 5.4% of questionsthat required higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) in the summative test.   The inability of Englishteachers to create questions that require higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) relates to thescarcity of HOTS questions.
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Table 3. The Eighth Grade

Question’s Number Operational Verb Thinking Level Question Narration
5 Mean C-5 What does thepicture mean?
6 Recommend C-5 What must we dowhen we find thewarning?
7 Mean C-5 What does thepicture mean?
9 Recommend C-5 From the text aboveWhat should we dowhen we can’t attendthe party?

11 analyze C-4 Why does the writersend the card?
19 analyze C-4 What is the purposeof the text above?

Essay
6 analyze C-4 What is the writer’spurpose send thecard?

10 Recommend C-5 What should we doif we can’t attendthe party?
As well as the seventh-grade paper test, the eighth grade has two types of questions theywere multiple choice and short essay. It has twenty-five questions for multiple choice and tenquestions for short essays. Nevertheless, only 32% of questions are designated as HOTSquestions or eight questions. Giving recommendations, interpreting the picture, and analyzingthe writer’s purpose was a higher thinking level applied in eighth grade. Other questions arecategorized as lower and middle-order thinking levels. Students’ vocabulary and grammaraccuracy became the majority of question types. These have been against by (Svendsen, 2015),who encapsulated that language is not merely learning vocabulary and grammar; EFL studentsmust be able to use language as a tool for communicating meaningfully as human beings in the21st century. In communicating meaningfully, an individual must comprehend and be able to
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process the information critically(Saptuti Susiani et al., 2018). Thus, it should be contemplatedby the English teacher as the test designer to give more amount HOTS questions. Concerning thatthe integration of HOTS is not only in the teaching-learning process but also in the assessmentaspect.
Table 4. The Ninth Grade

Question’snumber Operational Verb Thinking level Question Narration
1 Analyze C-4 Dinar’s intention of writingthe letter is ….
2 Interpret C-5 According to the text, weknow that Diana is ….
3 Analyze C-4 From the underlinedsentence, we know that ….
4 Analyze C-4 According to the abovedialogue, we know that ….
5 Analyze C-4 From the drug label above,we know that ….
6 Interpret C-5 The statement “cookthoroughly” in the labelsmeans ….
7 Giving suggestion C-5 Why do we use pepermintto repel mice?
9 Analyze C-4 From the above text weknow that ….

12 Summarize C-5 From the text, we canconclude that the product….
15 Giving suggestion C-5 Why should the userdiscard the product afterten days?
16 Analyze C-4 From dialog above, weknow that ….
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17 Compare C-5 Two differentstatements in the dialogueabove about TomCruise which have the samemeaning are ….
18 Interpret C-5 The product above is usedfor ….
19 Analyze C-4 From the label we knowthat ….
20 Giving suggestion C-5 We use a fork when makingAnzac Biscuits for …
21 Giving Suggestion C-5 Why is it suggested that weadd the lemon?
22 Giving Suggestion C-5 Why should we do theinstruction above?
24 Interpret C-5 “No Preservatives.” Theword “preservatives”means ….

Essay
1 Compare C-5 Compare and find out thesimilarities and differencesbetween about both of thedialogue above!
2 Interpret C-5 The statement “You’reabsolutely right” in thedialogue 2 means ….
3 Justify Position C-5 “English is the mostimportant tool inglobalization.”Read the thoughts, thenexpress your agreement ordisagreement and give thereason why you agree ordisagree!
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5 Create C-6 Write a short paragraphusing simple past tense!
6 Create C-6 Study the pictures andmake a good recipe basedon the pictures!

From Table 4,It was found that the question of the English final test paper of ninth gradeis dominantly HOTS question. Out of twenty-five multiple-choice choices, eighteen questionsbelong to HOTS questions or 72%. As well as the essay, five questions indicate HOTS from sevenquestions.Question items 1,2,4,5,9,16, and 19 are types of analysis questions. The questionnarration is dominantly “ from the text, from the dialogue above, we know that”. This type ofquestion requires students to analyze after reading and comprehending the text or dialogue.They are asked to find the main idea of the text or the dialogue. As (Fitriani & Kirana, 2022) haveconducted in their study analyzing belongs to a higher thinking level. Analysis questions requirethe student to comprehend the whole of the content and ask them to re-inform in another way. Apersonal letter was provided for answering questions items 1 and 2. Asking the writer’sintention in writing the letter and interpreting the receiver of the letter’s personality. The thirdquestion was about analyzing the phrase “ I hope she recovers quickly”, students are called toanalyze what the sentence means and what the speaker intends to say when they are saying thatsentence. The fourth question also utilized the daily dialogue and called for students to analyzewhat the dialogue was about.As well as the fourth question the fifth question demanded students to comprehend,analyze, and select the appropriate statements relevant to the presented medication label. Therewere several pieces of information contained on the label and some chemistry terms. Studentsshould have sufficient background knowledge and vocabulary knowledge to answer the fifthquestion correctly.The analysis leads to the conclusion that The ninth-grade English test requires studentsto express and develop their higher thinking skills since the majority of questions cognitivedomain apply higher thinking skills level. This result ties well with previous studies wherein(Santy et al., 2020), revealed that C5 and C6 are the most cognitive level which was utilized byEnglish test designers to assess students’ English achievement for university students whenCOVID-19 pandemic. A similar result was also found by(Pratiwi et al., 2020), who concluded thatwhen the tasks of the test were based on critical thinking skills, the students’ responses reflectedthe same manner. Pratiwi, et.al (2020) analyzed the English summative assessment of ninesenior high schools in East Java and invited the English test designers to be interviewed. Thefindings were the school institutions assigned the English teachers to design and develop Englishassessments based on the HOTS.
CONCLUSIONThis study was conducted to portray how high-order thinking skills manifested insummative assessment. It found that the ninth grade has the largest amount in providingstudents higher order thinking skills. Meanwhile, the seventh and eighth grades were indicatedto assess students in low-order thinking skills. The ninth-grade English test employed C4, C5,and C6 as the thinking levels which various thinking styles such as making analysis, giving
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recommendations, giving suggestions, interpreting, making predictions, and creating. Therefore,students’ answers can be used as a benchmark to determine their ability to think critically. Onthe other hand, the seventh and eighth grades provided low-order thinking skills which moreemphasized language patterns and vocabulary mastery.Ultimately, it is crucial for EFL teachers, who are responsible for designing the test, toincorporate questions that require higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) in both the teaching andassessment processes for each high school grade. At the primary level, the incorporation ofHigher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) can be introduced to enhance students' abilities in analysis,creative thinking, and problem-solving. The integration of linguistic components, languageproficiency, and higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) represents an enhancement in theevaluation of English language proficiency. To enhance future study, it is strongly recommendedthat future researchers undertake a more comprehensive examination of EFL teachers' expertiseand proficiency in formulating higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) questions for Englishsummative assessments.
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